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Abstract
Modern Building Management Systems (BMSs) provide
limited amount of control to its occupants, and typically
allow only the facility manager to set the building policies.
BuildingRules let occupants to customise their office
spaces using trigger-action programming. In order to
accomplish this task, BuildingRules automatically detects
conflicts among the policies expressed by the users using a
SMT based logic. We tested our system with 23 users
across 17 days in a virtual office building, and evaluate
the effectiveness and scalability of the system.
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Introduction
Commercial buildings are complex entities where many
elements like HVAC, lightning, fire safety, elevators and
security systems have to be coordinated in order to satisfy
the different requirements of present day enterprises. Such
coordination is generally performed by means of Building
Managment Systems (BMSes) [6, 1].



BMSes deployed today are designed for building managers
and maintenance personnel. Occupants interact with
buildings in a limited manner - using thermostats for
HVAC control, switches for lights, keys cards for locks and
outlets for plug loads. With existing BMSes, it is not
possible for the occupants to automate and personalize
their environment such as setting the temperature
according to outside weather or automatically brewing
coffee at 8am, etc. Recently, new web service based
BMSes, are trying to involve occupants in the building
settings, in order to improve their comfort and thus their
productivity [5] as well as building energy efficiency [3].

Challenges
While giving occupants the ability to personalize their
living environment is indeed promising, several challenges
have to be addressed. First, building occupants do not
understand the details of the building infrastructure, and
are not necessarily programmers. As shown in prior work
[7], occupants prefer not to interact with sensors and
actuators directly; for example they relate better to
“someone walked into a room” than “motion sensor was
activated”. Therefore, it is critical that the right level of
abstraction and an intuitive user interface is provided by a
building automation system to enable occupants with
varying levels of expertise to express their preferences [7].
Second, there needs to be the appropriate access control
mechanisms when the number of users – i.e. both
occupants and building managers – increase to ensure
proper building operation. Finally, with multiple users
often customizing the same spaces, there needs to be a
scalable mechanism to detect and resolve conflicts that
will occur. Existing BMSes have limited or no support for
such type of access control or conflict resolution.

Proposed System
In this context, we present BuildingRules, a system which
provides an intuitive interface to the occupants of
commercial buildings to customize their office spaces
using trigger-action programming, under which occupants
can express policies using the “IF something happens
THEN do something” (IFTTT) pattern. BuildingRules
automatically detects conflicts among the policies,
expressed by the occupants, by using the Z3 SMT solver,
and leverages an open source web service BMS
(BuildingDepot) to provide access control and actuation
services in a building. BuildingRules has been designed to
scale for large commercial buildings, as it supports
grouping of rooms for ease of policy expression, a scalable
backend for resolving conflicts, and a simulator that shows
the actuation of rules on a timeline. In a commercial
building, typically facility managers set up automation
policies using the existing BMS, such as the minimum
allowable temperature or air flow. It is critical that
occupants customizations don’t violate these policies.
Furthermore, occupants should not be able to control
rooms to which they do not have access to. As automated
applications such as Demand Response [2] become
prevalent, BuildingRules needs to incorporate the policies
expressed by them as well. In BuildingRules , we
incorporate hierarchical levels of policy expression to
address these challenges, and implement BR by extending
an open source webservice-based BMS [1, 8]. Since
BuildingRules is targeting commercial buildings, we
needed it to scale to many hundreds of rooms and
thousands of occupants. We achieve this scaling using
several design choices. First, BuildingRules supports
specifying a rule for the entire building, or a subset of
rooms, using a grouping mechanism in combination with
conflict resolution that may be required. Second, we have
designed the conflict resolution mechanism to be



performed in parallel for each room, such that the latency
does not increase with the number of rooms.

Automatic Conflict Detection
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Figure 1: BuildingRules SW
architecture

As said, in BuildingRules, users can express their own
rules for rooms, some of which are shared by multiple
users, conflicts can arise. We define two rules as
conflicting when the rules can be in effect at the same
time, but the action specified by the rules cannot be
satisfied at the same time. If these conflicts are not
resolved properly, it can lead to damage of equipment or
compromise user comfort. To clarify, consider two users
who independently specify the rules: “if time is between
9am and 6pm then turn the HVAC on” and “if time is
between 5pm and 8am then turn the HVAC off”. Between
5pm and 6pm, the system would be in an inconsistent
state. This may cause discomfort to the occupants and
could damage HVAC damper if not actuated properly. To
identify the conflicts among rules, we formalize them as
propositional formulae and analyze the formalization using
the SMT Solver Z3 [4]. A rule is composed of two parts:
a (conjunction of) trigger(s), and an action. Before
adding a rule, it is verified against the set of rules already
active in the room. We represent each rule as a
propositional formula composed by an implication (the
trigger implies the action) that is satisfied if the trigger is
not satisfied, or if both the condition and the action are
satisfied. In this context, the action is considered as a
proposition that is true if the action can be executed, false
otherwise. The new rule together with the existing ones
are seen as a specification and automatically verified to
check their satisfiability. If the specification is satisfiable,
the rules are not in conflict with each other. If not, two or
more rules are in conflict and need to be resolved. If a
user tries to insert a conflicting rule, the list of the
conflicting rules is displayed to the user.

It must be considered also that such a conflict detection
mechanism is not able to detect all the possible conflicts:
let us imagine to have a rule A:it is Sunday then turn off
the light and a rule B:if it is after 6PM turn on the light.
These two rules are not conflicting per se, but what is
going to happen on Sunday after 6PM? In this case, the
user probably wants say something like generally turn on
the lights after 6PM, but keep it off on Sunday. For this
reason we let the users to assign a priority to each rule: in
this way, then two rules that have to actuate on the same
object are triggered at the same time, we select the rule
with the higher priority.

Implementation
We have designed BuildingRules as a RESTful
HTTP/JSON web service, with a frontend for the user
interface, and a backend which communicates with the
BMS, stores information about rules, runs the conflict
resolution algorithm and provides RESTful APIs for native
mobile applications or building management applications.
Figure 1 shows the software architecture of the system.
We have implemented BuildingRules in Python 2.7 using
the Flask framework.

System evaluation
BuildingRules has been designed for office building
occupants to express their preferences using custom
automation policies. To evaluate BuildingRules we ran a
large user study to analyse the rules expressed, the
conflicts detected, and finally, how our system can affect
the office environment. We created a virtual office
environment with 30 rooms, and testing it on 23 users
spread across 17 days. Each participant was assigned to a
random set of rooms, for example, an office space,
kitchen, and meeting room. The participants were told to
use BuildingRules for at least 10 minutes and complete a



set of actions, i.e., add, remove, edit rules, each day (10
actions the first day, then decreasing each day. Average of
5 actions per day). A final survey was taken at the end of
the week to understand the usability of the system. We
obtained a total of 636 rules from this study, and there is
an average of 15 rules per room, and 16 rules per user.
We show that the conflict detection latency is 251 ms in
the worst case, and 102 ms in the average case. 636 rules
were specified during the experiment, and we detected up
to 50 conflicts in a day. We asked our participants of
virtual building study to fill a usability survey to better
understand their needs and to evaluate BuildingRules
from an occupant’s view point. Of the 23 participants, 6
users filled the final survey. Figure 2 shows the results of
our survey. The participants liked the idea behind
BuildingRules (8.8), thought that it would be useful to
have such a system in their office (8.2) and liked the
system overall (7.8). However, as the number of rules in a
room increased, our UI was not adequate to give an
overview of the rules in place. Users found it difficult to
create, edit and understand the rules.

Date
External*

Temperature
Occupancy

Room*
Temperature

Time Weather

Audio 0 0 2 0 2 0
Coffee*Macchine 0 0 3 0 4 0

Computer 1 0 3 0 6 0
Desk*Light 0 0 5 0 2 1

Display*Monitor 0 0 5 0 2 0
Printer 0 0 4 0 2 0
Projector 0 0 4 0 2 0
Blind 0 0 1 0 0 1

Exhaust*Fan 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fume*Hoods 0 0 1 0 2 1
HVAC 0 0 2 1 1 0

Room*Humidity 0 1 10 0 4 8
Room*Temp. 1 3 4 19 2 3
LIGHT 0 0 23 0 14 24

Send*Complain 0 0 1 1 0 0
Windows 0 9 4 4 2 13

�1

Figure 11: Rule usage frequency for the second experiment

Survey Question User Study 1 User Study 2
Overall impression score 7.0 7.8
System usability 6.0 7.6
Would BuildingRules be
useful in your office? 7.6 8.2
How difficult was it
to insert new rules? 5.4 8.3
How difficult was it
to edit existing rules? 5.8 5.9
Do you like the philosophy
behind the system? 7.0 8.8
How easy was it to resolve
conflicts within the rules? 5.8 5
Was it easy to understand
how the combination of rules
will affect the office? 5.0 7.2
How useful was the rule editor
to identify individual rules? x 7.2
Was it possible to grasp all
rules using rule navigator? x 7.1

Table 2: Results of usability survey. Scores are out of 10

ingRules from an occupant’s view point. Of the 23 participants, 6
users filled the final survey. Table 2 shows the results of our survey.
The participants liked the idea behind BuildingRules (7.0), thought
that it would be useful to have such a system in their office (7.6)
and liked the system overall (7.0). However, as the number of rules
in a room increased, our UI was not adequate to give an overview
of the rules in place. Users found it difficult to create (5.4), edit
(5.8) and understand (5.0) the rules.

In the second version of BuildingRules, users assigned higher scores
than the baseline case study. Thus, improving the user interface,
a short preliminary tutorial and giving a runtime support to the
users improved our system usability. The current implementation
of BuildingRules is still an experimental tool and further work on
usability is required. With this paper we demonstrate that a Trig-
gerAction based mechanism can really help users in managing their
offices.

6. CONCLUSION
We have presented the design and the implementation of Buildin-
gRules, a system that enables expression of personalized automa-
tion rules in commercial buildings using trigger-action program-
ming paradigm, which can then be integrated with existing Build-

ing Management Systems (BMSes) to actuate buildings. We show
that when multiple users express different policies for the same
physical space conflicts can occur. To resolve these conflicts, we
have implemented two mechanisms in BuildingRules. First, we
avoid logical conficts by detecting them as rules are inserted us-
ing the Z3 SMT solver. Second, BuildingRules resolves run time
conflicts using a priority assigned to individual rules. We show
that our conflict detection algorithm is parallelizable and scales to
large commercial buildings, such that the latency is low enough to
support the interactive web application UI of BuildingRules. To
ease rule expression and expose the physical constraints imposed
by building systems, BuildingRules provides a grouping mecha-
nism. To incorporate the hierarchy commonly seen in commercial
buildings, BuildingRules provide mechanisms for access control
and different levels of privileges for rule expression. The final com-
ponent of BuildingRules is an intuitive web interface for building
occupants to express their rules. Using this UI, we evaluated the use
of BuildingRules in a virtual office building with 23 users across 17
days, and found that BuildingRules allows expression of a wide set
of rules, resolves conflicts effectively.

There are however several aspects of the system that can be im-
proved. A redesigned UI will be needed to provide a good overview,
especially for building managers who have to potentially manage
all the rules expressed in a building. We also plan to increase the
number of actions (e.g. email notification) and triggers (e.g. type
of room, occupant identity) supported by BuildingRules assuming
the underlying sensors are available, as well as allow nesting of
rules which will require incorporating temporal logic in our con-
flict detection algorithm. We also plan to explore how rules can
be migrated across buildings. Most importantly, we plan to evalu-
ate BuildingRules in a real building. Unfortunately, this can only
be done in a small constrained environment, where occupants can
express their desires easily. It would be interesting to study the
rules expressed, especially their evolution as occupants get direct
feedback about the effect of those rules on their surroundings.
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Conclusions
We have presented the preliminary design and the
implementation of BuildingRules, a system that enables
expression of personalized automation rules in commercial
buildings using trigger-action programming paradigm,
which can then be integrated with existing Building
Management Systems (BMSes) to actuate buildings. We
show that when multiple users express different policies
for the same physical space conflicts can occur. To resolve
these conflicts, we detecting them as rules are inserted
using the Z3 SMT solver. We tested our system with 23
users across 17 days in a virtual office building, and
evaluate the effectiveness and scalability of the system.
The current implementation of BuildingRules is still an

experimental tool and further work on usability is
required. With this paper we demonstrate that a
TriggerAction based mechanism can really help users in
managing their offices.

Additional Material
We have uploaded a couple of videos showing how to the
system works: https://youtu.be/oRs51oq8LvQ and
https://youtu.be/p_J9PcgyATc. A detailed technical report
is available here: https://goo.gl/wQBRsA.

https://youtu.be/oRs51oq8LvQ
https://youtu.be/p_J9PcgyATc
https://goo.gl/wQBRsA
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